
 

Heavens Above! 

Are You Colour- Blind? 

If you answered NO to the Ishihara Chart above, then you 
ARE as colour-blind as I am. (What’s in the circle – 8, 3 or 
nothing?) 

But having completed your medical reviews you already knew 
that – unless you went to the same Doctor I had whose idea of 
carrying out the test was to ask ‘what colour is that (red) couch 
… what is the colour of the (green) walls” (The Dr. wasn’t you 
David Cooke) 

http://careflight.org  

CareFlight is dedicated to 
providing the highest standard of 
rapid response critical care to the 
ill and injured. Our specially 
trained doctors and nurses use 
helicopters, aeroplanes, medi-jets 
and road ambulances to bring a 
hospital level of care to our 
patients. 

http://www.angelflight.org.au  
Angel Flight is a charity that 
coordinates non-emergency 
flights to help country people 
trying to deal with the triple 
trouble of bad health, poor 
finances and daunting 
distance.  
 

http://www.littlewings.org.au  

Little Wings brings children 
in rural and regional NSW to 
the specialised oncology 
services available at The 
Children’s Hospital at 
Westmead. 
 

Bush ALAs 
The use of specific bush strips (eg 
Meadlow Bath, ‘Boorooma’, road 
landings) has been alluded to in earlier 
issues.  

An invitation to fly in to Frogs 
Hollow airstrip near Bega has 
prompted making bush strips one of 
the features of this issue. (Apologies to 
Drew Done if he thinks Frogs Hollow 
is international) 

Pilots finding themselves within 
Walgett Control Zone may like to 
know that numerous airstrips are 
available. Interesting ALAs are 
included herein, many more interesting 
ones can be called ALAs when you 
successfully complete a TOL. 
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Bush Strips 
Just be careful: check with the owner 

beforehand (if you can); overfly at 500’ to check 
it out; watch for the power line, fence, ditch, 
rocks, bouncing bushes and moving lollipops. 

Grawin Opal Fields 
Central to Grawin, Glengarry and Sheepyards Opal 

Fields, West from Lightning Ridge. 

Member Ken McDonnell lives with his C172 both here and 
Deniliquin. 

Watch out for unregistered vehicles on the strip! 

Council’s airstrip 06/24 is not all weather and the 
‘Marthaguy Flea’ burr will break into a million sharp 
barbs and climb up into your nether region. 

Use the widened bitumen road 09/27 during floods (ask the 
lone policeman to stop that once a day 
vehicle while you land). 

Ask to have the grass slashed (don’t bother if it hasn’t 
rained for 10 years). If the grass is long and it’s the 
middle of Summer, taking off with a full load may not 
be such a great idea with the cattle fence across the end 
of the strip. 

Once a licenced aerodrome, this ALA is in the middle 
of nowhere (apologies to nearby Burren Junction pub) 
but is conveniently half way between Walgett and Wee 
Waa which is itself halfway from Walgett to Narrabri – 
good for manual navigation checks (what are they?). If 
it ever rained, watch the Southern end of the gravel 
strip, as it gets soggy and flooded. 

Carinda on Macquarie Marshes 

Brewon Station near Cuddy Springs 
Archaeological Site (Mega Fauna) 

Burren Junction, midway 
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Frogs Hollow 
www.frogshollowflyers.com.au 

The record for one day is 60 aircraft and 200 
people. 

Eric Johnston owns the strip/property. He 
leaves all the maintenance to the Frogs group. 
Anyone dropping in does so on his or her own 
responsibility. There are cattle regularly on the 
strip, it is a farm, but generally (Ed. ?) they are 
taken out for public gatherings.  

There is a model aircraft club that also uses the 
strip, generally on Sunday & Wednesday 
mornings. They monitor the local CTAF 126.7 
so as long as the inbound pilot does their calls 
the modellers clear the airspace. The model 
pilot stands in a flying box area & this helps the 
GA pilot ascertain if there is a model in the air.  

Generally people call the President & not the 

owner re flying in. We have a policy that ALL 
pilots/aircraft have to hold current insurance & 
fly in at their own risk. 

One thing not mentioned is that there is a very 
pronounced dip on the northern part of the 
strip. Not a problem at all, but tosses some 
people first time in. As noted on the Google 
photo above, the same first time in thing applies 
to the east west strip. Don't read these 
comments to mean Frogs is tricky, it definitely 
is not, but it is a bush strip. The Falco has an 
approach speed on base of 80-85 kts & 70 kts 
minimum on final & is not a problem. Mooney 
RV's & Cirrus all regularly use it. 

There are nearly always people there on any 
Sunday from say 1330 on. Any visitor will be 
offered tea coffee & cake until it comes out their 
ears (at no cost).  

Drew’s hand built Falco 
Five years or 5,000 hrs 60/40 kit and scratch build. 

Timber construction, 
Spruce frame with Birch 
ply covering. No nails, just 
screws and non-gap filling 
resorcinol glue. 

Thin skin of fibreglass & 
epoxy resin, painted with 
two-pack undercoat & then 
two coats of two-pack 
green topcoat. 

Flight plan at 170 kts; 154 litre 
fuel; empty weight 560 kg; 
MTOW 854 kg; Stall 59 kts dirty, 
63 kts clean.  

Very easy to fly, but quite light & 
sensitive. Very responsive when 
you want it to be. 

President - Drew Done 
V Pres      - Ian Newman 
Secretary  - Bob Phillips  
Treasurer  - Judy Done  
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Flying the C182S in stages 

Stick to the Basics 
… and it’s not as complicated as it should be. 

Fly the C182S VH-EEW like a crippled Airbus 380 
(Remember Captain Champion de Crespigney in the 
Winter 2013 edition?) 

Aviate 
For the 5% of time your eyes are in the cockpit, the four 
main old style dials you need make up the ‘T‘ (speed, 
attitude, altitude & direction) are at eye level. 

The pitch control/dial and throttle/gauge make parallel 
lines for the eye to follow. 

Navigate 
Monitor the ‘T’ and use the autopilot, ensuring the 
desired compass setting is set.  

Turn the autopilot on when at your required altitude.  

Pressing ‘Heading’ and ‘Altitude’ will maintain the 
altitude on the linked compass heading if not using the 

GPS 

Communicate 
Of course you will already have set the local and area 
frequencies beforehand and have the next frequencies set 
on standby?  
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“So, What Colour Do You See?” 
This is one of the most condescending questions 
asked, obviously from many of the 95% of you 
who are ‘normal’. It shows our education 
system and major instrumentalities have failed 
to educate you. 

At least Dr. Arthur Pape got it right successfully 
arguing to allow us colour vision deficient 
(CVD) pilots the opportunity to obtain a NVFR 
endorsement. 

Like Arthur Pape, I am Deuteranopia CVD. In 
primary school I was the only one not able to 
see the woman in a bikini amongst all those 
dots. During army training, I was the only one 
who couldn’t identify where the enemy was, 
their location on the green-leafed hill marked by 
a red flag. In survey camp at university, a friend 
had to point the theodolite in the direction of 
the far away marker as I could only identify the 
red/white pole because it was the only straight 
stick in the bush. I failed the Lantern Test 
dismally but I know the stoplights as my red, 

white and green. Just don’t think because you 
are waving at me with a red flag in a green field 
that I’ll be able to find you (The mass of green 
‘swamps’ the small patch of red). 

Colour blindness is an inaccurate term to 

describe a lack of perceptual sensitivity to 
certain colours, a more precise term is Colour 
Vision Deficiency (CVD). Colour blindness is, 

however, the most commonly used term though 
it is misleading if taken literally, because 
colourblind people CAN see colours, but 
cannot make out the difference between some 
couples of complementary colours. CVD is not 
related to visual acuity at all and is most 
commonly due to an inherited condition. 
Red/Green CVD is by far the most common 

form, about 99%, and causes problems in 
distinguishing reds and greens. Another CVD 
Blue/Yellow also exists, but is rare and there is 
no commonly available test for it. 

CVD seems to occur in about 8% - 12% of 
males of European origin and about one-half of 
1% of females. Total CVD (seeing in only 
shades of gray) is extremely rare. 

Another rare form of CVD called unilateral 
dichromacy affects people who have one normal 

eye and one colorblind eye. 

There is no treatment for CVD, nor is it usually 
the cause of any significant disability. Actually, 
most colour deficient persons compensate well 
for their defect. In fact, a reduction in colour 
signals makes the differences in texture and 
brightness more apparent.  

A bit more research (if you, too, rely on Google): 

Protan and deutan defects are the most common forms 
and often grouped together into one description known as 
red-green colour blindness. The reason for this is they 
share similar areas of colour confusion in the red/green 
portion of the spectrum. By far the most common type is 

deuteranomalous trichromatism of which around 5% of men 
are tested for positively. Other forms cannot easily be 
measured as they are rarely observed. 

Today, we know that confusion lines, or dichromatic 
isochromatic lines, exist and converge at a single point for 
each type of colour vision deficiency. Colours represented 
along such a line are perceived as identical if no 
luminance contrast is present.  

Protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia confusion lines 



 

 

PO Box 152 
Walgett, NSW, 2832 
0428 281 054 or 
 

jeff.austin@scarabworks.com.au  

Distribution of this Newsletter is by email only. 
Recognised in this issue: Google Earth, Yoav Brill, 
CVDPA, Daltonize.org – the rest are obvious. 

 

So, you ARE Normal! 
I’m told that the Ishihara mess of dots below has the letters MARV. If 
you agree, then you have ‘normal’ colour perception. 

If you don’t see anything in this box, go back to the first page and 
you’ll feel better. And remember, if we ever have to go to war you’ll 
be able to ‘see through’ camouflage. 

So, you and I are both normal. We just see things from a different 
viewpoint sometimes. 

That red flashing 
light on the right 
wingtip up front 

means he’ll be up 
very close and 

personal before you 
can blink.  

(What red light?) 
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Walgett Aero Club Incorporated Club members and Friends 

Use the QR code reader 
on your smart phone to 

go to our Facebook page. 

Otherwise, just click on 
the link below. 


